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A range of strong emotions



Why is it so hard ?

* Pace of life  
* Cultural priorities  
* Feeling inadequate 
* We value compliance, over 

dialog (or relationship) 
* We look for quick fixes 

rather than long-term 
bridge building  
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We serve the  
wrong agenda.



“The purposes of a man’s heart are  
deep waters, but  man of understanding draws them 

out.” - Proverbs 20:5

Commit to understanding your child



What does it reveal about him?



Children are interpreters
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 Children interpret life and experiences, 
whether or not we talk to them about it. Often 
we avoid discussing what we don’t want to deal 
with, thinking that children will not think 
about it. The problem is that children already 
are thinking, interpreting, and drawing 
conclusions about their life – and they are 
doing it without any loving guidance or a 
redemptive worldview.



Our challenge

“When children are not able to tell 
about themselves, it often has as 
much to do with the competence of  
the adults who interview children as 
it does with the children’s abilities to  
relate their experiences.”  
    Ann Ahlquist



Model control of emotions and 
gentle, godly responses

Require yourself 
to be what you 

desire your 
children to be.

Relationship 
to God

Parent/ 
AdultChild
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“Have we talked with our children this week about 
the delights of living more than the disciplines of 
living? Have we inspired and guided them more 

than we have corrected them?”  

– V. Gilbert Beers



weakness/  
disabilities

gifts/  
aptitudes

temperament

Individual

Sinner

SuffererSaint



Love is limited Love is limitless

Love is flawed Perfect Love

Is not always accessible Always available

Prone to disappoint Incapable of 
 disappointing

There are places inside a child’s head & heart that we can 
not go – places only God can reach. 

Parental love vs. God’s love



Incarnational  
  parenting

“Comforting others with the  
comfort we’ve been given…”

2 Corinthians 1:3-5

The God of all comfort

Who comforts us so that 
we may comfort others

Comfort to a child 



“And these words, which I am commanding you today, shall 
be on your heart; and you shall teach them diligently to 
your sons and shall talk of them when you sit in your house 
and when you walk by the way and when you lie down and 
when you rise up. And you shall bind them as a sign on your 
hand and they shall be as frontals on your forehead. And 
you shall write them on the doorposts or your house and on 
your gates…” 
   Deuteronomy 6:6 – 9 (and following)



When your child is drowning, don't 
try to teach him to swim



Lowering emotions in the moment

• Consciously not responding to what is said or done 
• Model calmness in your response  
• Don’t escalate with them 
• Find ways to remove them from situations that 
prevent them from calming down 
• Do not try to be rational when they are being 
irrational 
• Give grace  
• Give consequences 



Once you have helped calm down the high emotions: 

1. Repairing relationships - admitting faults, asking forgiveness, 
pressing in with love 
2. Be a thermostat, not a thermometer - don't match the 
emotions, help set the tone for right emotional responses 
3.  Walk through factually what happened - Ask, “What made you 
_______ (angry, anxious, upset) this morning?"

What you do after a  
meltdown is vital 



4. Help provide insight 
 “When we made lunches, I didn't give you the Twinkie you 
wanted and you began talking back, being disrespectful, then 
yelling." "Do you see when you didn't get what you wanted, you 
turned your anger out on everyone around you?” James 4 says 
‘What cause fights and quarrels among you? Don't they come 
from the desires that battle within you - you want something, 
but you don't get it.’ 
You want a Twinkie so badly, you are willing to lose your joy, 
your willing to become unkind & mean, you are willing to hurt 
others." 
5. Very important next step: 
 "What could you do instead (next time)?” It important to help 
children come up with new ways of handling, expressing or 
changing their emotions. It will take time, but they will learn. 

6. Role play, role play role play.
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How to deliver the message

• Model a positive expression of emotion 

• Be proactive, rather than reactive 

• Promote openness – “We can talk about 
anything.” 

• Consider what is developmentally helpful 
• Cultivate a godly, appropriate self-image 

• Feel free to use good resources to help you 

• Point them to their need for Christ 
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 “We are told the average 
child asks 500,000 
questions by the age of 
fifteen. That’s half a 
million opportunities to 
teach. Many of these are 
‘why’ and ‘how’ questions 
which take us  

 right to the feet of God.”   
 John M. Drescher



"If you can mention it, 
we can manage it.” 

               – Fred Rogers      
          (simplified quote) 



Practical ideas 
•     Catch it, calm it 
•     Making their emotions servants to the promises of God's word 
•     Emotions highway - speed bumps, racing, road blocks, signs              

•     Foster godly disagreement 
•  (Agree/disagree exercise)  
•  Dinner/mealtime  
•  Enter their world and experiences          
•  Be open to correction  
•  Genuine care is priceless 

Your relationship with the child needs to be a safe place for him to 
struggle and grow and see himself more clearly.... 



Explaining concepts 
to a child 

* One mistake we make 
in working with 
children is to talk like 
they are adults. 
Watch the language 
and concepts you use. 
* Make truths simple 

and clear. Ask 
yourself “Is there a 
simpler way to 
communicate this?”
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Emotions highway 





When is it important to  
stop behavior right away?

How can you prepare for  
challenges coming down the 
road?

How should you handle obstacles 
that block what you want?

When might you drive into a ditch?

What are some pit stops you 
could take that keeps you grounded/ calm?

Who might be harmed when your  
emotions are out of control?



What’s fueling you?  ✓What is fueling your strong 
feelings?  

✓Fear of: loss, rejection, etc. 

✓Anger  

✓Uncertainty/ worry 

✓Anxiety 

✓Strong desires 

✓Desire for control  



The Power of a story

When we find our stories embedded in the midst of God’s story, 
our lives and our stories become so much richer, purposeful, and hopeful. 
We naturally begin to bear His image, and it will manifest itself in every  

area of life.

God’s redemptive story 

My  
story 


